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THE

CONGO

The Belgian Congo has been the scene of some of the most extensive and
fruitful missionary work carried on by the Christian Church anywhere in the
world.
Pioneers like the famed David Livingstone, missionary explorer George
Grenfell, Methodist Bishop William Taylor and Southern Presbyterian Dr. William Morrison first explored the recesses of this part of the Dark Continent; and in
their train came scores of others—such as the colorful C. T. Studd.
The advance of Christian missions brought schools, hospitals, leprosaria,
literacy, and Scripture distribution to the Congo in one of the most intensive and
many-faceted examples of missionary enterprise ever recorded.
Shortly after the establishment of the Congo as a new African nation, minor
rioting broke out which soon exploded into chaotic confusion. Rioting was sudden, unpredictable, spasmodic. Mission agencies, some with seventy-five years
of service behind them, found themselves in the dilemma of suddenly having to
decide whether to withdraw or not.
To move unnecessarily would be expensive, time-consuming and perhaps
pose psychological problems in future missionary-national relations. On the other
hand, to under-evaluate the seriousness of the situation would be to place many
missionary fives in jeopardy.
As of July 23 these are some of the developments: Forty-one missionaries and
thirty-six missionary children of the Evangelical Free Church of America moved
out of the Congo temporarily to seek refuge in Bangui, French Equatorial Africa.
Presbyterian U.S. (Southern) missionaries early in the situation evacuated posts
in critical areas. Women and children of the Lubondai station were evacuated,
but the men were "staying for the time being." Famed Southern Presbyterian
"flying missionary" Dr. Mark Poole, who collaborated with Korean War hero
John W. Davis in flying more than two hundred missionaries and children out of
(Continued on page two)

EDITORIAL
The Congo
(Continued from cover)
Presbyterian and Methodist missions in
the Congo, declared that "the loyalty of
the Christian Africans is unshakable,"
but "calculated dissatisfaction has been
spread" among the Congolese army.
The Rev. Vernon Sprunger, Elkhart,
Ind., executive secretary of the Congo
Independent Mission, operated jointly by
several Mennonite groups, said all its
personnel were presumed safe.
As the missionaries evacuated, their
varying reports reflected the differing
situations from one area to another.
Rescued by helicopter and brought to
Accra, Ghana, one group of seventy-three
American Protestant missionaries told
how three American Baptist families at
Sona-Mpangu (160 miles from Leopoldville) were attacked by thirteen Congolese soldiers who beat them with rifle
butts and trampled on them.
Donald Ellis of Indianapolis said the
soldiers forced them to lie on the ground.
He reported that his wife and another
woman missionary (Rhoda Nielsen of
Cedar Falls, la.) were struck by soldiers
during the incident.
Ellis' ten-year-old son Davie reported:
"They beat up our daddies. They made
them lie on the ground and marched all
over them."
Others in the group said that when
local Congolese protested that the missionaries were Americans, one of the
soldiers retorted: "Americans—so what?
You're still white."
But in a group evacuated to the United
States, the Rev. Ira Cross of Ceres, Calif.,
a missionary in Leopoldville since 1948,
said he and his wife were "not molested."
When the crisis developed, Dr. Titus
M. Johnson, veteran Evangelical Free
Church missionary and now an instructor at Trinity Theological Seminary and
College in Chicago, was back in the
Congo for a year's service in a hospital
operated by the Swedish Mission Covenant Church. After a dramatic escape,
he wrote to friends in America: "Things
got beyond all limit and description . . .
White people beaten and put in jail,
women abused, nobody safe.. .Bayonets
were put to ribs, guns pointed at us from
all sides. 'Doctor or missionary,' they
said, 'it does not matter who you are
or what you do. It is your skin.'"
One thing is certain. However the
immediate crisis might be resolved, missionary work in the Congo demands
prayer support as never before. Approaches and procedures will have to be
re-evaluated in the light of this strongest-ever Nationalism; every effort will be
(2)

made to preserve all the gains of the
past three quarters of a century.
To their Christian friends all over the
world, the missionaries of the Congo
were saying, "Brethren, pray for us"—
as never before.
Adapted from E/P Release, J.N.H.

Russia

as tourists, H. A. Fast, GerTPeterhardDyck,Lohrenz,
David Wiens and
arrived by plane in LeninRAVELING

grad the evening of May 26 and left
Russia June 15. During these three
weeks they visited the four major cities
of Leningrad, Moscow, Tashkent and
Alma Ata and traveled a distance of
about 4,000 miles.
Part of the trip was under the so-called
Deluxe Plan, which provides for a car
and guide, while part of it was under
the Pension Plan which provides for
lodging and meals only plus the courtesy
of being met at the railroad station or
airport upon arrival at each city and
taken to the hotel, as well as being seen
off again when leaving the city.
The question every serious-minded
tourist in Russia sooner or later asks himself is whether what he sees and hears is
real or rigged, facade or fact. Is one
merely on a "museum trail" as someone
has called the Intourist-directed tours
through Russia or can one believe what
he hears and sees?
The Soviet's own answer, after another encouraging word to open your
eyes and look around, would be that
every nation and family has its living
room where things are tidied up for
company and its closets where things are
not tidied up and which are not for
company. Why would a tourist, having
only at best four weeks at his disposal,
want to spend his precious time prowling
around in Russia's back yard when there
is so much that is worthwhile to see in
the front yard—more than he can see and
photograph in this short time. Lack of
adequate hotel accommodations and
good roads to remote places is another
reason for not taking tourists there.
As one would expect in a socialist state
with a controlled and centrally-guided
economy there seems to be little if any
real unemployment. One had the feeling, however, that not all people were
suitable for their jobs nor happy in them.
Many women doing manual labor, such
as road and house construction, streetsweeping and working on the railroad,
appeared to be muscular enough for the
rough assignments but one wondered
about the feminine touch in the homes
and tenderness to husband and children.
Perhaps such a combination is possible
in Russia, even if rare elsewhere. Wages
are generally low, ranging from 400 to

1500 rubles per month (10 rubles equal
$1). Food prices are reasonable but
clothing is very expensive and of inferior
quality and tailoring.
It is common knowledge that religion
in Russia is taboo. Most of the Bibles
and other Christian literature carried by
us were impounded at the border when
entering Russia and again returned at
the time of departure.
People are not, however, in contrast
to former times, imprisoned or exiled for
their religious convictions and practices
but neither are they free. There are
many and varied subtle ways of punishing believers, especially when they are
other than old women.
All one has heard about the crowded
Baptist churches is true in the four cities
where we visited, but that is not the
whole picture. To interpret this correctly, one needs to take into account the
fact that Moscow, for instance, with a
population of some seven million people
has one evangelical, that is Baptist,
church with a membership of 4,500 of
which not half can crowd into the church
at one time. Still it is a wonder that
even these come to church and that a
few among them are young people.
Because Mennonites in Russia are not
registered as a Mennonite church, they
may not legally conduct their own wor-
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ship services. Nevertheless, some do
meet in private homes, but most of them
probably attend the Baptist churches.
This is especially true of the Mennonite
Brethren. Some also join the Baptists
but others, undoubtedly, are not believers though having Mennonite names.
It is difficult to evaluate contacts,
weighing carefully the positive but also
the possible negative aspects. The warm
hand of friendship, the brief fellowship,
the face and voice radiating love and
understanding, the word of spiritual
counsel and the prayer together were
precious experiences and these experiences may, under God, be more farreaching than we dream.
It had been reported in various letters
and we verified the fact that the Baptist
church admits to its Communion table
only those who have been baptized by
immersion. This narrow ruling excludes
from the Lord's Supper many Mennonites baptized by application but who are
truly born again and who lead sanctified
lives. The concern and plea for greater
tolerance was laid before the Baptist
leadership because in times of stress
when those who love the Lord Jesus
Christ need each other so urgently,
quarrels about outer forms are not only
tragic but ruinous. All those who love
the Lord and lead a life of sanctification
should consider each other to be brethren and should treat each other as such.
Materially they are faring quite well.
They have their daily bread, clothing
and shelter. This is not their chief concern. Some even occupy responsible positions and receive relatively good wages,
but for the many broken families the
continued separation of loved ones is
creating immense hardships and unbelievable trials. It appears that though the
reunion of such broken families is not
altogether hopeless, the emigration to
Canada has increased slightly in the past
year; those relatives permitted to leave
Bussia are, however, almost without exception the old and feeble folk. There
should be much prayer for Christians in
Bussia.
Adapted from M.C.C. Release, j . N. H.

For now we see through a
glass, darkly; but then face to
face: now I know in part; but then
shall I know even as also I am
known.
I COR. 13:12
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Elmer A. Martens

Stewardship of Personality
been accustomed to thinking
W
of stewardship only in terms of
money, or at most in terms of time. But
E HAVE

stewardship of personality? Yes—on the
basis of I Corinthians 6:19-20, "Ye are
not your own . . . Glorify God in your
body and in your spirit, which are God's"
—the concept of stewardship needs to be
enlarged to the place where stewardship
will embrace the sum of all one's powers
—the personality. The verse cited points
us to the recognition and to the regulation of the stewardship of personality.
THE RECOGNITION OF PERSONALITY
STEWARDSHIP

A steward is one who has in trust
possessions which belong to another. A
steward is not a rightful owner, only a
manager. Christian personalities are the
property of God, first by creation (Isaiah
43:1) but more specifically by redemption, "For ye are bought with a price."
Not silver nor gold but a life is the purchase price of our personalities. That it
should be a life is a great price, but that
it should be the life of God in the person
of Christ . . . no wonder Paul says, "Ye
are not your own."
How much of us is not our own? Paul
speaks of the body in these verses and
reminds us that it is the temple of the
Holy Spirit. It is not our own. He
speaks of the spirit—that rational capacity which distinguishes man from animal. It too is not our own. Paul includes all of our powers when he simply says: "YE are not your own." The
strength of our body, the ability of our
mind, the devotion of our spirit—it is all
His. He has an ownership claim to all
of us.

Because we have not the title-deed to
our personalities, and because we are
purchased possessions we must recognize that we are only stewards of our
personality powers. Since we are not
our own, does this mean that we may become indifferent concerning ourselves?
No, for Paul at once enjoins, "Glorify
God." In this expression we discover
directives for regulating personality
stewardship.
THE REGULATION OF PERSONALITY
STEWARDSHIP

If we are His, then our lives must be
so managed as to bring gain and glory
to Him whose we are. How can this be
done? The following is a partial answer.
1. Safeguard the Personality against
Injury and Ruin
There may be factors in one's heredity
and environment over which the individual has no control. Nevertheless, after
the age of accountability we are constantly choosing our environment when
we select friends, places of amusement,
etc. Poor literature and harmful TV
programs can serve to eat, like a cancer,
the fiber of our moral being. Would we
glorify Him, then let us guard with ut :
most vigilance our spiritual and moral
well-being.
All the more is this vigilance incumbent upon us because we are not our
own. In connection with the narrative
of the prophet Elisha there is the account of the contractor hewing wood for
the house and losing his axe head when
it slipped from the handle into the
water. "Alas, for it is borrowed," he
cried. The loss was aggravated because
(3)

the axe was not his. If we, as redeemed qualify himself for the responsibility of with a godly man: "I was forced to get
away from him as fast as I possibly
personalities, neglect to safeguard the Sunday School work?
powers of our personalities, it is all the
In any church officer, whether it be could, else he would have made me
more serious because the loss is not only pastor, deacon, teacher or usher, there is pious." In a cemetery a little white stone
our own but God's. Let us be warned room for improvement. If the work of marks the grave of a little girl and on
not to expose ourselves to things that God is of paramount importance, as it is, the stone are chiseled these words: "A
would injure or even ruin us.
then those holding important positions child of whom her playmates said, I t
in the church should seek increasingly was easier to be good when she was
2. Maintain a Singleness of Aim
with us.'" May God grant that we shall
One of the secrets in regulating the to qualify themselves for their ministry.
exercise our influence so that it is easier
We
are
not
good
stewards
if
we
try
to
stewardship of our life and personality
for brethren in the Church and for
serve
with
poorly
developed
powers,
be
powers in the interests of God's glory
neighbors down the street to live godly
is simply to stick to one purpose in all these spiritual, mental or physical.
lives.
4.
Watch
your
Influence
that we do. Jesus could pray, "I have
The constraint for stewardship of
It is important also, if we would gloriglorified thee on the earth." But then our
Lord never desired anything but to do fy God, that we be good stewards of our personality is love to Him who has purthe Father's will. "My meat is to do the powers of influence. The ten spies used chased us by His blood. The control
will of Him that sent me." Our difficulty their influence for evil when they caused in the life of stewardship is the Holy
comes when we seek to please God and Israel to dismay. Jezebel stirred up her Spirit. May our lives be surrendered
man—or ourselves or something else—at husband to do evil. It is often those to Him. May we not find it difficult to
the same time. No man can serve two with strong personalities and keen in- recognize that our lives are not our own.
masters just as no man can at the same tellects who wield the greatest influence. "I would rather be clean and belong to
time ride two horses going in oppo- But who can calculate the influence of Christ, than be dirty and belong to mysite directions. When we ask how we even the least of us?
self," said Spurgeon. Having recognized
can glorify God, a partial answer is sureThank God for men in sacred and our stewardship responsibility, may we
ly this: "Keep before you, in all that you secular history who have used their in- proceed to regulate our lives as good
do, the glory of God."
fluence for God and for good. One stewards by His grace and for His glory.
statesman reported after an interview
—Christian Leader
This singleness of aim must be evident
in all that we do. Paul says, "And whatsoever ye do in word or deed, do all to
the glory of God." At work or play, in
the school or in the home, in the kitchen
or in the office, we can, by being single
in our devotion to God, bring glory to
Him. Peter puts it succinctly: "Simply
concentrate on being completely devoted
to Christ in your hearts." (Phillips TransRay M. Brubaker
lation)

What the Bible Says About
GIVING

3. Develop your Powers
Stewardship implies management and
development of one's potential. Paul
says, "Neglect not the gift that is in
thee." Paraphrased it might read: "You
have the potential. Give attention to the
development of your powers." We would
be critical of someone who built a mansion and then fitted it with home-made
dressers and pictures from the five-andten cent store. What then might we
think of one who has a mind for the
capacity of thoughts, reflections, meditations and appreciations, but who
leaves that mind waste or poorly furnished? What an insult, if not a sin, to
have brains and not to use them. By
and large we are mental loafers. It has
been said that we don't think; we just
vegetate.
The Bible speaks of being fruitful to
every good work. There are those who
have come to be efficient in one or two
things. But in everyone there are latent
powers that need to be developed. When
asked to teach a Sunday School class,
one often gives the excuse: "I don't know
how." is ignorance an excuse for idleness? Is ignorance a satisfactory reason, when almost within reach of everyone there are means whereby one may
(4)

has observed that the Bible
S
refers to giving around 1520 times;
and that in the New Testament one out
OMEONE

of six verses has to do with Christian
Stewardship.
David McConaughy defines giving as
"the unselfish outpouring of oneself in
substance . . . the voluntary bestowing
of one's own possessions, expecting nothing in return."
Jesus taught His disciples to give joyfully and hilariously, saying "Give to
every man that asketh of thee . . ." (Luke
6:30)
A dear brother once went to hear
John Wesley preach on giving and listened with interest as Wesley stressed,
first, make all the money you can;
second, save all the money you can; and
then, this brother groaned in disappointment as Wesley emphasized, give all the
money you can!
Why is it that some who call themselves Christians rebel when urged to
give to the Lord's work?
One cannot read the Bible very long
without discovering the call of God is to
sacrificial giving.
Our Lord urged upon His followers:
"Sell that ye have, and give alms; provide yourselves with bags which wax

not old, a treasure in the heavens."
(Luke 12:33)
Has this message of Christ changed?
Today people come to Christ with
little thought of sacrifice, whereas,
Jesus stated very specifically: "Whosoever he be of you that forsaketh not all
that he hath, he cannot be my disciple."
(Luke 14:33)
How many of us could say with Peter,
"Lord, behold we have forsaken all, and
followed thee."
On one occasion when a certain man
said unto Jesus, "Lord, I will follow thee
whithersoever thou goest!" Jesus replied:
"Foxes have holes, and birds of the air
have nests, but the Son of man hath not
where to lay His head."
How important to us are our homes
well-furnished with countless luxuries
. . . but Jesus didn't have even a place to
lay His head!
We say we are followers of Christ,
but He calls us to a life of self-denial,
sacrifice, and cross-bearing, declaring:
"Whosoever will come after me, let him
deny himself and take up his cross and
follow me." (Mark 8:34)
In Korea, an American tourist and
his missionary interpreter ran on to a
field where they saw a boy pulling a
Evangelical Visitor

rude plow while his aged father directed
the plow.
"These folks must be very poor," commented the tourist.
The missionary went on then to relate how this was the family of Chi Noui
who had sold their only ox to give the
money to the church, and now they pull
the plow themselves!
"What a sacrifice!" said the tourist.
"They did not call it that," replied the
missionary. "They counted themselves
fortunate that thev had an ox to sell for
God."
Friends, what do we know about
such sacrificial giving?
An American missionary, upon meeting a certain Indian family that had two
children—one perfectly well, and the
other mentally and physically deformed,
learned that the family had just thrown
the healthy child into the Ganges River
as a sacrifice to their Hindu gods!
"Why didn't you sacrifice the deformed child?" protested the missionary,
whereupon the Hindu replied: "You
Christians are queer people. You would
have us give the poorest to our gods, but
our gods demand the best!"
I'm afraid, friends, in our materialisticminded age we know very little about
sacrificial giving. We think our possessions bespeak a blessing of God upon
August 8,1960

us, unaware that if we do not use them
to promote the Lord's work they will be
a curse upon us!
In the diary of David Livingstone were
found these words. This noble missionary who left home, family, friends and
conveniences to penetrate
Africa's
swamps and forests alone—witnessing
for Christ, wrote: "I will place no value
on anything I have, or may possess, except in relation to the Kingdom . . . If
anything will advance the interests of
the Kingdom, it shall be given away, or
kept, only as by giving or keeping of it
I shall most promote the glory of Him
to whom I owe all my hopes for time
and eternity."
Today—no need for us to pray, "Give
us this day our daily bread." We have
bread, and cake and pie too, without
need of concern where tomorrow's meals
are coming from!
Our Lord need not say to us—"Take
no thought, saying, What shall we eat?
or What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed?"
Why, our shelves are stocked with delicacies; our freezers are loaded with
meats; and unknowingly we have said to
our souls—"Eat, drink, and be merry!"
With the appearance of the latest
fashions, good, wearable apparel becomes castoffs. We parade in the latest

styles unaware that around us are millions who would be proud to own a burlap sack to keep their bodies warm.
Whereas, the Bible says, "Having food
and raiment, therewith be content"—we
have our farms, fine homes, modern
equipment, latest furnishings, elaborate
gadgetry, newest automobiles, all kinds
of insurance protection, social security,
stocks and bonds, and a bank account—
with a selfish desire for more, more,
more.
Amid this life of ease and pleasure we
wonder why we have no prayer burden?
Why no concern for lost souls? Why we
shed no tears for our unsaved loved
ones? Why our churches are formal, cold
and dead? Why there is no spirit of
revival, and in fact, the Spirit of God
seems to have departed from us?
The reason is clear. Like Israel, we
have waxed fat and forsaken the God
which made us, lightly esteeming the
rock of our salvation, children in whom
there is no faith! (Deut. 32:15, 18:20)
It must be remembered that our
Lord's promise, "I will never leave thee
nor forsake thee" is conditioned on being content with such things as we have
without a desire for more! (Heb. 13:5)
Today, instead of being self-denying
and self-sacrificing, it is to be feared lest
we have become selfish, self-sufficient,
and self-satisfied!
Would to God that there appeared
another John the Baptist who would wake
us up, and shake us loose from worldly
possessions which are sapping our spiritual strength.
In his day, John the Baptist pointed
his bony finger at those self-satisfied religious hypocrites, even calling them a
generation of vipers, urging them to
repent, and give true evidence of their
repentance!
"What shall we do?" the people cried!
And, that fiery evangelist in love and
compassion for his Lord and heart-felt
concern for his fellowmen, said simply:
"He that hath two coats, let him impart
to him that hath none, and he that hath
meat, let him do likewise."
Whoever heard of that being repentance? Giving away one's clothing; parting with one's food!
Today we seldom hear messages on
repentance; and certainly no one has
ever suggested parting with life's essentials as evidence of repentance.
But, when Matthew was converted, he
said: "the half of my goods I give to the
poor." and Jesus responded by saying:
"This day is salvation come to this
house."
What kind of salvation do we have
that permits us to own property selfish(Continued on page nine)
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PRESENT AND FORMER PERSONNEL O F L I F E LINE MISSION At the recent General Conference in Upland, Cal. the present and former
workers of the San Francisco Mission enjoyed a Sunday afternoon fellowship. They are pictured above and are (standing 1. to r . ) : Harry Burkholder, Reuben Asper, Sarah Asper, John Luteran, Marjorie Wolfkiel, Harold Paulus, Ed Nelson, Avery Heisey (Present Supt.), Virginia
Jacobson, Emma Luteran, Giles Parish (partly hidden), Unidentified, Herb Hanson (Partly hidden), Ella Broyles, Donald Ott, June Cross,
Stanley Jacobson, Janna Coins, Esther Hennigh, Erma Hoke, Rhoda Lehman, Evelyn Jordan, Lulu Asper, Adolf Jordan, Johnny and Billy Jordan.
(Seated) Unidentified, Harry Buckwalter, Katie Buckwalter, Delia Wagaman, Effie Rohrer, David Rohrer, Irvin Linkey.

MISSION
SPECIAL

BLOOMFIELD, N E W MEXICO

NOTICE

One of the recommendations of the
Board for Home Missions and Extension
approved by General Conference called
attention to the fact that the Budgetary
Commission recognized the need of an
upward revision of 17% for the 1960
budget for Home Missions and Extension.
Pastors were asked to take this up
with their Church Boards and endeavor
to have their congregational budgets
revised accordingly. Pastors were also
encouraged to have a special offering
lifted for Home Missions and Extension
as soon as possible after Conference.
Recent word from our treasurer indicated that the income has been lower
than for a long time, and that he did
not know how he could continue to issue
the checks authorized by the Board.
Your prayers for this need will be greatly appreciated. May God bless you.
Send your offerings to:
Andrew Slagenweit, (U.S.A. treasurer)
West Milton, Ohio
R.D. # 1
Box 161L
or
Roy V. Sider, (Canadian treasurer)
Sherkston, Ontario
Canada
We thank you for your liberality,
prayers and cooperation at this time. If
you want further information, we shall
be glad to give it.
Executive Secretary
Albert H. Engle

(6)

"What do mission teachers do in summer?"
To this frequent question, these activities of our school personnel during "vacation" may shed a bit of light. Following the Annual Camp Meeting late in
May in which the school staff was actively involved, there were two weeks of
General Conference activities for Sister
Ida Rosenberger. She is now taking
eight weeks of Summer School work at
the University of New Mexico.
Sister Dorothy Charles attended a
Navajo Language School near Gallup,
New Mexico for five weeks, ending July
1. Since then she has been active in

preparation for and conducting the Annual Girls' Camp in the Jemez Mts. Next
on her schedule is the two weeks Chaco
Bible Camp. Add to this schedule,
preparations of the school dormitories
for another school year which begins
August 22, and you see her schedule
quite full.
Mary Olive Lady, after a brief visit
to her home in Kansas to attend her
sister's wedding, shared in the Girls'
Camp and Chaco Bible Camps. Between times she worked on school needs
and did considerable relief cooking for
both the staff and hospital.
When school reopens, our staff will
have wished for a bit more time "to get
ready." Pray for them.

Pioneering for Pupils
Among the Bushmen
Grace Holland
' ' I—l ow W O U L D y ° u u ^ e to be the teachI I er for the Bushmen, if we should
open a school for them?" Fred asked the
boyish-looking teacher who had been
cycling twenty miles one way through
the sand to go and preach to them each
Sunday.
Amos beamed. "It would not be nice
to be so far away from my family," he
said, thinking of his widowed mother,
"but I would like to go."

We had received unexpected word
from the government that we might be
able to open the school for the Bushmen
in a few weeks. So, not long after, we
went to visit them. According to agreement, they had nearly finished a little
school building, and they could hardly
tell us how much they wished the school
to open.
Evangelical Visitor

We learned that the three lines of villages which would supply children for
the school varied as to their Bushman
ancestry. (In Southern Rhodesia, a village is the group of huts belonging to
one family, with perhaps some in-laws,
and here in the Gwaai, these villages are
built in lines, near to drilled wells.) The
people in the two lines nearer the school
were a mixture of Bushmen and other
more civilized African tribes. The third
line, though still slightly mixed, was
more purely Bushman, and support for
the school would come more slowly from
this direction.
As we were having a service with the
people who had come to discuss the
school, I noticed one man with reddishbrown skin, who was about four-fifths
the size of the others in every dimension.
I decided he must be almost pure Bushman. How we wished we could get a
foothold in this untouched corner of the
Lord's vineyard!

School for Bushmen, with some of the children
and their teacher on the left and some of the
parents on the right.
SCHOOL AMONG THE BUSHMEN

Sure enough, a few weeks later, approval for the school came through. A
new teacher took Amos Indlovu's place
at Kumbula School, and Amos went immediately to open the new school. A
week later we visited again to be sure
things were getting off on the right foot.
As books and benches were unloaded
from the missionaries' amazing big red
and white truck, the children watched
with bright-eyed excitement. Ranging
in age from perhaps six to thirteen, all
of them would be in first grade, of
course, because they had never had a
chance to learn before. I noticed particularly one big girl who frolicked childlike with the rest. Her maturing body
was clad in typical bushman dress—a
dark colored blouse ending above the
waist, and a short, very full skirt. When
August 8, 1960

she smiled, her wide, pretty mouth
showed rows of white teeth.
Another girl of about the same size
leaned motionless against the school
building. When I asked her if she was
entering school, she replied sadly that
her parents wouldn't let her. Amos had
told us that some parents refused to send
girls of thirteen or fourteen to school
because they were too near time for marriage.
Twenty-four children had so far enrolled, but Amos assured us there were
more, especially in the purest Bushman
line. He had visited them, he said, and
a few had seemed interested, but hardly
any children had come from there.
"WHY

DON'T YOU VISIT THAT

LINE?"

Fred suggested, since I was in the
habit of visiting some village line while
he worked at the school. I could preach
to the people and try to get the children
into school at the same time. So the
biggest boy in the school was chosen to
show me the way. As most of the Bushmen speak some Sindebele, this would
be our means of communication. I
wondered how I would be received.
From the time it took, I estimated
that we walked about two miles. Flies
swarmed about us as we passed the cattle kraal and neared the first village with
its fence of dozens of posts planted one
against another. I announced my arrival with the accustomed word and a
little woman appeared from behind one
of the huts. Keeping some distance
away, she examined me from head to
toe. Since it is the custom for the owner
of the home to greet first, I waited silently. Then she greeted me, and I answered.
"Umfundisi has come to help the
school get started," I explained. "I came
along, and now I want to visit the people." She stared blankly. "I came to
visit the people," I said again, using a
different word for visit.
"Is that so?" she answered, showing
sudden understanding, but still looking
a little more surprised than pleased. "Go
quickly and get Inkosikazi a chair," she
said to her young son who had come up,
but she hardly took her eyes from my
face. "Here is a white person come to
visit us, but how did she get here?" she
marvelled to herself, then went off
to put on a dress over her rags.
I MEET AMBITIOUS AMMON

My homemade chair was placed in the
shade of one of the huts. My guide sat
down on one side of me and the boy who
brought the chair sat on the other.
"What's your name?" I asked him.
"Mazhayi," he answered, "but my
English name is Ammon."
I smiled. "Wouldn't you like to go
to school?"
"Oh, yes," he answered, "I'm going to.
I'm going to learn Sub A and go on, and

Rev. Fred and Grace Holland and Children.

after I finish Std. 3, I'm going on to Std.
4 and J. C. (Junior Certificate, about
equal to high school). Then he and the
boy with me went off on a rapid conversation of their own. The future was certainly looking bright since the path of
education was open to them!
The woman now came and sat down
near us, still looking as if she thought I
might fly away at any moment. "I'm
trembling," she announced gravely. I
laughed and told her she mustn't be
afraid.
"Do YOU EAT FOOD LIKE W E D O ? "

"Sure," I said, "we eat meat, and
watermelons, and corn like you do." I
was trying to think of everything we
might have in common.
"We have no meat," she said sadly,
"and the watermelons and corn are not
ready yet." And I realized she was trying to find something to give me right
then.
Another woman walked up and sat
carefully behind one of the hut's pillars.
When I looked at her, she giggled, and
when I asked if she were afraid of me,
she only giggled more. "If only the
men were here," the woman of the village said to her, "they would know what
to say, and what to give her to eat, and
how to treat her, but we women don't
know what to do. Do you like milk?"
she turned to me.
"Oh, yes," I answered, thinking it
would be nice to take home some fresh
milk.
"Cooked?" she wanted to know.
I answered, "Yes," and for a second
marvelled that she could know that we
boil our milk. Then I realized that the
word I had understood as "cooked" more
often means "ripe." I was in for a new
experience. It was too late to turn back!
Pleased that she had found something
to give me, the little woman sent one
child scurrying off for a spoon, another
for a little basket, and another for some
stools. She herself went over into a hut

(7)

and presently came out with an enamel
dish containing something less than a
quart of clabbered milk. The flies now
came in swarms, and, much to the lady's
distress, insisted on sitting on the food.
The two stools were placed in front of
me, one on top of the other, the little
basket was turned over the dish to keep
the flies off and the spoon was placed in
my hand. As she took the basket off,
my hostess stationed her son and my
guide to keep the flies away, and then
I began to eat. Of course I did! How
could I have been so rude as to refuse
what was so graciously and wholeheartedly given to me? I was being
treated like a queen, and I appreciated
it.
While I ate, I chatted calmly with the
women, as if I was used to eating clabbered milk three times a day. Inside, I
felt like grinning all over, and then I
chided myself for thinking I was so
brave. Earlier missionaries must have
done this often, and I knew of one who
liked clabbered milk. [And I know of
more than one! M.C.K.]
Well, I didn't finish all of it, but I
made a good try, and then I told them
that I had had enough, that missionaries don't eat as much as they do. (I think
that's true—at least we are not able to eat
as much at one time as I have seen some
Africans do.) The woman seemed satisfied and took the food away.
"You

MEAN TWELVE O'CLOCK"

Ammon took one of the little stools
and put it right against my chair. He
sat down and put his face up close to my
watch. "Would you like to hear it?" I
asked, and took the watch off and held
it to his ear.
"What time is it?" he wanted to know.
I answered that it was noon, thinking
that they would judge time in only
general terms. "You mean 12 o'clock?"
he wanted to know.
"Yes," I told him, surprised. "When you
go to school, you will learn how to tell
the time." The woman who had giggled
came over near me, took the watch and
scrutinized it, then gave it back and
sat down again. 1 judged that I was
winning.
"Do you know about the school that
is opening?" I asked.
"Is it opening tomorrow?" asked Amnion's mother.
"Yes, the children must come tomorrow," I urged, sure that she must have
heard that the school had already been
in session for a week. Then I told her
how good it would be for her son to
come and learn.
"Yes, he may come," she agreed. "I
will let him come with you now so he
can see the school." I judged that I had
won another point.
(8)

"I also came to tell you about Jesus,"
I began, getting down to the real heart
of the matter.
"I know about Jesus," said the little
bushwoman with an expression suddenly
so grave as to be almost insincere. "He
died for us," she added.
So I had a place to start from, but I
soon found that that was all. As to the
real meaning of Christ to the world, they
had almost no idea. I found myself
wishing I could go off somewhere and
study out a really good way to present
the Gospel in this new situation. I
thought again how much it must have
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In a Bushman village. Pony tail coiffure? Note
that here the baby is carried in the front in
quite a different manner from that of the
Mandebele.

been like this when the early missionaries came to Africa; for, strange as it
may seem, our village work now among
the Amandebele people consists usually
of reminding them of what they learned
about Christ as children in school, and
we rarely find people without a concept
of salvation—at least in theory.
I tried to explain salvation simply and
briefly to them, feeling as I did it that
my presentation was inadequate; and
when I sang "Nothing But the Blood of
Jesus,"—so well known among the Amandebele—I sang alone, because they didn't
know it. The mother had called in all
the family for the little service, and they
hardly knew how to act. When someone talked out loud, someone else told
him just as loudly that he should be
quiet; but when I finished praying, they
all re-echoed the amen.
By this time I had won some friends,
and, as I left the village to enter another,
practically all of them followed. They
saved me the trouble of explaining my
mission again, and when I had been
seated on a little stool in the shade of a
tree, they settled themselves among the
watermelon vines which filled the yard
and prepared to listen and continue to

watch me. I took courage and after
chatting for a little while, I sang and
preached again. Maybe they had enough
grasp by now so that I could ask for
some kind of response, I thought, so I
said that if there was anyone present
who wanted to repent of his sins and
serve Christ, he could raise his hand and
I would pray for him.
PREDESTINATION?

Without a second's hesitation and
without looking around, my kind hostess
of the morning said, "There is no one.
You know how children are. Some have
the nature to obey and others have the
nature to disobey. Well, God made us,
and we are the ones who don't obey."
I explained that God gave us the will
to choose, and that if we disobey it is
our own fault, but I saw that the seed
which had been planted would have to
be watered awhile before it would bring
forth fruit. I told them that I could
pray for them that God would make
them obedient children, for which they
thanked me.
I had spent a long time in the two
villages, and the people told me that
everyone else was away from home. I
knew that in spite of their permanent
dwelling places, the bushmen are still
nomadic in spirit, but I discovered later
that my friends were referring only to
their two villages separated from the
rest of the line by a swamp. I was
sorry to have seen only two of the twenty
villages in the line, but as I turned again
into the path with my two escorts, I
knew that though the seed was small
and imperfectly sown, God could make
it grow. Some day I would come and
plant again.
N O T E : Since our visit to the Bushmen, the
enrollment at Butabubili School has risen to
forty-five, with a number coming from the
line which was visited. Some children have
unexpectedly come from other village lines as
far away as four miles. Please pray for
Amos, so enthusiastic about the work, yet subject to loneliness and temptations among a
strange people.

From the Executive
Secretary
July 27

We have been informed by cablegram
that our church building in the Mpopoma African location in Bulawayo was
damaged during the riots. The missionaries and African pastor, Vundhla,
are safe.
In regard to rumors concerning
Howard and Pearl Wolgemuth's coming
home, we wish to state that a letter received from them last Friday says nothing about coming home.
Henry N. Hostetter
Evangelical Visitor

Cuba, General
Specials
India, Medical

736.70
66.67
13.56

Total Disbursements—U.S.A.
and Canada
BALANCE ON H A N D

U.S.A. Deficit

$27,329.10
($4,922.29)

RESTRICTED FUND ACCOUNT

Balance on hand
U.S.A. Receipts

$6,914.31
1,634.00

Total

Eva Mae Peters (B.S. in Nursing,
Messiah College, '60), sailed for
Africa with the David Climenhagas on February 28, and is now
stationed at Matopo Mission,
Bulawayo.

Begins African Tour
Henry Hostetter, Executive Secretary
of World Missions, left New York, Thursday July 28, 7:10 p.m., to begin a six
months' tour of missions in Africa. The
planned tour includes the Congo, Ghana,
East Nigeria, Tanganyika, Kenya, Ethiopia, Somaliland and our own mission
fields in the Rhodesias. August 1 to September 15 he is scheduled to be with the
Brethren in Christ Missions in Northern
and Southern Rhodesia. The purpose is
the emphasis of a peace ministry,
planned under the sponsorship of the
Mennonite Central Committee.

Disbursements
X-Ray machine, India
$ 375.00
Annuity Payments
293.00
Personals
252.00
V.S. Fares
345.00
Peace, Relief & Service ......
210.00
Album Supplement
395.63
Total

$8,548.31

$1,870.63

BREAKDOWN OF BALANCES

Albums
$( 97.04)
Cuba Accounts
1,972.19
Medical Training Fund
319.36
Medical Van Fund
643.78
Mtshabezi Hospital Account
603.39
1-W Accounts
(2,960.20)
Annuity Interest
1,216.02
Bequests
4,955.18
Miscellaneous
25.00
Total

$6,677.68

Financial Report
BOARD FOR W O R L D MISSIONS
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH
Combined U.S.A. and Canada
June 30, 1960-Second Quarter
OPERATING FUND STATEMENTS

Receipts
Canada Receipts
$3,000.00
U.S.A. General Fund Bal.-~(2,668.83)
U.S.A. Receipts •
22,075.64
Total

Disbursements

$22,406,81

CANADIAN TREASURER

African General Allowance $3,000.00
U.S.A. TREASURER

Salaries
499.60
Travel
874.64
Office Supplies
257.32
Miscellaneous
21.83
Furlough Allowance
1,650.00
Fares to/from
field
1,337.60
Baggage, etc. to/from field 600.00
Furlough Travel costs
612.67
Promotional
214.76
Medical
260.95
Social Security
2,371.22
Education, Children
225.00
Africa, General
2,820.00
Specials
685.32
India, General
6,400.00
. "
Specials
1,503.64
Japan, General
2,077.75
Specials
1,099.87
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Rev. George and Ethel Bundy with daughters
Katharine and Judith

Sailed in July
"We are scheduled to set sail from
New York City July 21 on board the
United States, bound for Southampton,
England. On the 28th we leave the
same port on board the Carnarvan Castle
bound for Cape Town."
George and Ethel

Bundy

Miss Edna Wingerd, from Kansas, for
Japan. A former public schoolteacher
she plans to give two years of free service to the Lord's work in Japan, teaching
the missionary children.

What the Bible Says
About Giving
(Continued from page five)
ly, and hoard needlessly? Certainly not
old-time Bible salvation!
At Pentecost, we read: "Neither said
any of them that ought of the things
which he possessed was his own; b u t . . .
as many as were possessors of lands or
houses sold them, and brought the prices
of the things that were sold, and laid
them down at the apostles' feet: and distribution was made unto every man according as he had need."
So great was the love of this people
for their Lord and for one another; so
desirous were they to propagate this
Gospel, that they gladly, willingly sold
their possessions . . . with the result that
you and I eventually heard the message
of Christ and were saved? Is it reasonable now that we should withhold our
possessions and refuse to share our income to further this Gospel around the
world?
I'm afraid we have become like the
Laodiceans of Scripture—increased with
a burning passion for the-lost, with little
concern for the needy abroad!
Yes, we give! Our people and our
churches are noted for their giving with
billions contributed to relief abroad and
to needy agencies at home. And God
had respect unto our giving!
But, as long as the world has not yet
been evangelized, and so long as millions
are still dying from lack of food and
clothing . . . we have not given enough!
How tragic to realize, for instance,
that Americans spend over twice as much
for liquor and tobacco as they do for
religion and charity at home and abroad!
Someone has said,
Three thousand for a brand new car,
Five thousand for a piece of sod,
Ten thousand for a house,
and a dollar we give to God!
Really, how much do we give?
Recently a letter received from missionaries in India related how the average weight of adult patients at the mission hospital was ninety pounds—people
literally starving from lack of food, and
the need for funds for more food was
most urgent.
The Bible says: "Whoso hath this
world's good, and seeth his brother
have need, and shutteth up his bowels of
compassion from him, how dwelleth the
love of God in him?" (I John 3:17)
(9)

John R. Mott, the famous missionary,
nas stated: "200 million people lie down
every night hungry in body. 1,000 million lie down without God, without Jesus Christ."
Friend, do we care?
When our Lord saw the hungry multitude we read He had compassion on
them, saying, "Give ye them to eat!"
In view of tremendous needs all about
us, isn't there something which stirs
within our heart to sacrifice and share
with others?
Remember, Jesus said of those who
fed and clothed the needy, "Inasmuch
as ye did it to one of the least of these
my brethren, ye have done it unto me."
In view of the soon-coming of our
blessed Lord we would call attention
to the parable of our Lord in which He
relates the story of a man who journeys
into a far country, but who first entrusts
to his servants certain talents, and then
proceeds on his journey.
Upon his return we read how the
faithful servants who invested their
lord's money were rewarded by his
words: "Well done, thou good and faithful servant . . . thou hast been faithful
over a few things, I will make thee ruler
over many things."
But to the unfaithful servant who hid
his lord's money—who buried it in the
earth, who failed to invest it in the
lord's work, to him his lord is heard to
say: "Thou wicked and slothful servant
. . . thou oughtest to have put my money
to the exchangers, and then at my coming I should have received mine own
with usury." And the unprofitable servant is cast into outer darkness where
there is weeping and gnashing of teeth!
Jesus is soon to come and He is going
to reckon with each of us as to how we
used our possessions. Today, is our
money buried in houses and farms,
stocks and bonds, and accumulations of
wealth? Or have we invested our money
in the Lord's work, in missionary enterprise, in feeding the hungry and clothing the poor.
The great Dr. A. J. Gordon once said:
"I warn you, it will go hard with you
when the Lord comes, if He finds your
wealth hoarded up in needless accumulations instead of being sacredly devoted
to giving the Gospel to the lost! He who
is not a missionary Christian will be a
missing Christian when the great day
comes of bestowing the rewards of services."
Yes, friends, Jesus is coming soon.
"And he which soweth sparingly shall
reap also sparingly; whereas, he which
soweth bountifully shall reap bountifully."
Remember to heed the call of God:
first, give ourselves to Christ; then, give
of our substance to His work!
(10)
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REMOVE NOT THE ANCIENT LANDMARK WHICH THY FATHERS HAVE SET PROV. 22:28

The following article from the Evangelical Visitor of June 15, 1890, reflects a
concern, rarely expressed in that day, with what might he considered the "professional" aspects of preaching—Feature Ed.
HINTS FOB PREACHERS

"Although the writer has no experience in publically and orally preaching
the Word, yet considering his age and
connection with the church these many
years, he hopes he will give no offense
by offering a few suggestions to our ministering brethren, designed for those who
are yet young in this important calling."
#
*
#
"First, we are taught to not 'quench
the Spirit.' This point should always be
kept sacredly in view, by all public
teachers. Notwithstanding this, much
may be done by proper culture, to present the truth in such a manner as to
produce the best results without in the
least quenching the Spirit.
"In opening a meeting, a hymn is
named and sung and then a portion of
Scripture read and a prayer offered.
"Here let it be observed, that in naming a hymn or a text, and in announcing
appointments for other meetings, all
should be done in a clear voice, and
loud enough for all to hear, even though
some be in the back part of the room.
After a short pause, let it be repeated in
the same manner, whether it be the naming of a hymn or of a text or of a chapter or of an appointment, so that those
who may not have heard or may have
misunderstood, can have the benefit of
the repetition.
"In reading a chapter, great care
should be taken not to read any faster,
than that the hearers may easily follow.
Slow reading and a proper observance
of inflections and pauses are necessary
to attract attention, and the voice should
always be given volume enough to reach
the most distant ears in the house.
"An explanatory remark by the reader,
is sometimes allowable and even necessary but should not be too freely indulged in.
"At suitable intervals, the reader's eye
should be cast over the congregation,
conveying the idea that he is reading for
all. By this means he will attract closer
attention. It is a well known fact that
there are many who can read well
enough for themselves; but when it

come to reading for a congregation, very
few have the proper tact."
«
«
«
"As to preaching in the most intelligible and effective manner, a great deal
depends on an inherent, God-given
talent. But very much also depends on
the cultivation of that talent, and in
letting the Spirit have free course.
"Reading a sermon from manuscript
at full length will hardly manifest much
spiritual power; therefore such manuscript should not be used, although a
few short notes may be allowable.
"In preaching, as in reading, a man
should cultivate clear and distinct utterance. His words should drop from his
lips as clear and distinct from each other
as new coins drop one by one from the
mint. This cannot be done in fast speaking. Many preachers fail of being well
understood because of their fast speaking. They jumble their words together
in an unintelligible string that no one
can tell where one ends and another begins and though their ideas may be very
good, their labor is lost by reason of fast
speaking and indistinct articulation.
"Let the speaker take time for clear
and distinct utterance. Then his words
will have their desired weight and he
himself not looked at as a 'barbarian.'
"Another thing necessary to be observed is that the speaker should as
much as possible, take all his hearers under the range of his eye, giving a glance
to all parts of the house at suitable intervals and not rest his vision too much on
the book nor on the floor right before
him. It seems very natural when any
one is speaking to us, to want to see the
expression of his eye.
"Also, the speaker should not be too
much concerned as to the time he is
spending. Looking at the watch once or
twice during a sermon is allowable.
Oftener than that indicates uneasiness
and should be avoided.
"Another thing to be guarded against
is repetition, which consists in saying the
same thing twice or oftener in the same
words. Tautology is a repetition of the
Evangelical Visitor
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Hiking in Africa

Part II

Jaye Meyers, 1-W worker in Africa, continues his letter to his Sunday school class at
the Antrim Church.
With Curtis Nissly, Don
Potteiger, and two African guides he is exploring the Mtshabezi River Valley.
On this
thirty-five mile jaunt they are learning something of the country, much about African village life, and even more about donkeys.
Don
has just begun a comment about the baboons
they had seen robbing a corn field. But he
dropped into a wash-out in the high weeds before he made his point. Recovering from this
six-foot drop, we continue the hike . . .

A

a good laugh, we continued on
to the field. Of course when we got
there the baboons were gone. We went
to the hut that the people built there
in the field. Every field had at least one
hut or shelter where the women and
children stay during the day to watch
the fields. We had a talk with the people and they wanted us to stay there and
camp for the night. But we decided we
wanted a better place so we pushed on
for about a mile. Shortly after we made
camp, here came the head man of the
village where we had been with some
more corn and sugar cane.
The next morning we got awake and
there were puddles of water all over
our sleeping rolls. The dew was very
heavy. We had to wait till the sun
came up and dried out our things. We
got going again about noon. The valley
was so low the sun didn't get up till the
middle of the forenoon.
As we went on our way we would
stop and talk to the people and give
them tracts and ask how far it was to
the gorge. Some would say it was near,
but, "You will never make it through."
Others would say it was far and they
also said we could not make it through
with the donkeys. About three-thirty we
came to it. Neither of our guides had
ever been to it, so we had a lot of fun
trying to get through.
Then we came to a place that was
very narrow and if the donkey would
have slipped they would have fell in the
canyon and been lost. We had to pull
and push on them to get them through.
After a little of this, we were all pretty
well put out at the donkeys. So we
gave the one guide our guns and the rest
of us each took a pack and drove the
FTER

same thing in different words. This is
sometimes necessary to give clearness to
the thought to be conveyed but frequent
repetitions of the same thing in the same
words should be avoided, unless one
thinks he must say every thing twice to
be' well understood."
C. Stoner, Polo, III.
August 8, 1960

donkeys through empty. We had about
a half mile to go. We never knew the
donkeys were carrying so much. It was
sure good to get the pack back on them
again.
We didn't go far till we came out
again into the valley. We came to a
village and when we stopped the women
and children were again in the fields.
They were stamping corn into meal and
also taking peanuts off the stalks. I felt
pretty good so I tried stamping corn.
It was a lot of fun and when we were
ready to leave they gave us about a
gallon and a half of peanuts. We went
a little farther and we decided to make
camp again. But this time under a tree
so we wouldn't be wet in the morning.
We didn't have any meat for supper
so just before we made camp I shot a
rock rabbit which looks like a ground
hog without a tail. We decided to eat
it. The Africans really like them, but
once was enough for the rest of us.
The people told us to keep a fire going all night because there were leopards around there. But we figured we
were brave enough that they wouldn't
bother us, so we didn't bother about
making a big fire. At five-fifteen the
next morning all five of us were awake
with a bang. Such a noise you have
never heard. The people said a leopard
caught a baboon and the whole pack of
baboons were after the leopard. Some
were barking and other squealing and
with the echo, it really made quite a
noise.
Well, I can say none of us slept any
more. Everyone was ready to get up. We
started to make breakfast and the first
thing we knew we had a visitor. An old
man from a nearby village. He just
came up and sat down at the fire and
started talking to the guide. He stayed
and stayed, so we finally gave him
breakfast which I think is really what
he came for.
Well, Don and Curt decided they
were going to find the leopard. When
they came back about noon I had the
meal ready, and behold we had another
visitor. I think he came for the same
thing. So we fed him. After we were
finished we had half an onion left so
we asked him if he would eat it. They
were really hot. He said he would, so
he took it and put it all in at once. The
first thing we knew he was wiping his
eyes and saying in Sindebele "Hot too
much." We nearly split our sides laughing. (When Don told them at Mtshabezi
he said we nearly split our sides laughing; the interpreter told the people he

Jaye I. Meyers

said we nearly busted our cheeks and
everybody started laughing.)
We started out again about noon. The
donkeys were getting very tired and they
were all the time lying down with the
packs trying to roll. When we were
about five miles from Matopo, we got in
a downpour of rain and got soaked. It
got dark before we got there and we
got lost. We had to stop and ask about
four times before we found our way.
We got in about seven o'clock to find
that most of them were out hunting for
us. A home cooked meal really tasted
good. Everything put on the table was
finished. We really had a great time
witnessing to those people. Lots of the
children when they saw that we were
white would take off running for the
hills. Other people when we would leave
would say "God bless our missionaries."
They called us their missionaries because we had come to see them.

CHURCH NEWS

BULLETIN-BITS

Grantham, Pa., reports 24 were baptized, 18
were received into church membership.
Hollowell, Pa., held a joint youth fellowship
with Waynesboro, Thursday evening, July 14
with LeRoy Walters as guest speaker.
David and Laona Brubaker spoke of their
1-W service and showed pictures at Messiah
Lighthouse Chapel, Sunday evening, July 10.
Clair Shenk, co-pastor at Lancaster, Pa., was
guest speaker at Upland, California Mennonite
Church, Sunday, June 12.
On alternate Friday evenings at 8:45 p.m.,
the Rosebank congregation of Ontario, conduct
street meetings in Kitchener.
Aaron Stern was guest speaker for a Bible
Conference at Martinsburg, Pa., the week-end
of July 23 and 24.
Hummelstown, Pa., set a goal of $2,000.00
by July 31, to be used in building a parsonage.
Elizabethtown, Pa., reports Vesper Services
in the park for seven Sunday evenings, July 10
to August 2 1 .
William Hygema was guest speaker at Pleasant Hill, Ohio, Sunday morning July 17. Pastor Sherman was absent to attend the Central
Youth Conference in Indiana.
Rev. Uhrig, scheduled speaker for the Central Youth Conference cancelled at the last
minute. Rev. George Failing, Editor of Wesleyan Methodist served as guest speaker.
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M. L. Dohner and his daughter, Dortha,
visited the work in Tennessee the latter part
of July. They shared in a tent meeting in the
Fairview-Smyrna area.
Ralph Rickel, pastor of the Moreno congregation,
California,
conducted
evangelistic
services at Leedy, Okla., July 24 - August 7.
George Whisler who has been confined to
the Asbury Hospital in Salina, Kansas, has improved sufficiently to be moved to the hospital
in Abilene.
R. I. Witter conducted evangelistic services
in Kentucky during the month of July.
Anna Verle Miller of Upland, Calif., was
guest speaker at Cedar Springs, Pa., Sunday
morning, July 24.
A Christ's Crusaders Youth Retreat was held
at Roxbury Camp Grounds in the Berean Center, Saturday, July 23.
Four congregations, Lancaster, Pequea, Refton, and Manor joined in a Galilean service,
Sunday evening, July 31.
The Atlantic Conference conducted a Family
Life Conference at the United Zion Camp
Grounds near Manheim, Pa., Saturday, July 23.
Ralph Rickel, pastor of the Moreno Church,
California, plans to enter San Antonio hospital
in Upland for surgery, August 8, returning to
his pulpit, August 28. The pulpit will be
served by guest speakers during his absence.
FLASH—Urgently Needed: fifteen thousand
dollars for the Allegheny Conference Fund,

money to be used in building the church in
Baltimore. Interested parties contact E. H.
Wenger, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
The Graybill Brubaker family conducted a
missionary service at the Amherst Community
church, near Massillon, Ohio the evening of
August 2.
The Kansas Youth Conference met at the
Solomon Camp Grounds, August 1-4, with Joe
Schulz as guest speaker.
Lome Lichty, Kindersley, Sask., conducted
special meetings for the Free Methodists at
Darcy, Sask.
Kenbrook Camp reports 55 girls, 8-9-10 year
olds, for the first week of girls camp.
Elbert Smith, public relations director for
Messiah College, was guest speaker for a vesper service held on the lawn at Cross Roads,
Pa.
Pastor Hostetter, Lancaster, Pa., spoke on
Sunday morning, July 24 on "Choosing a Deacon." Bishop Henry Ginder was present Thursday evening, July 28 for the election and consecration of a deacon.
The new Bloomington church in Kentucky
was dedicated, Sunday July 10. The former
pastor, Wilbur Benner, spoke the dedication
message, remaining for revival services through
July 20.
LeRoy Walters, newly-assigned pastor to
Baltimore, conducted Morning Devotions over
station W A Y Z Waynesboro, Pa., July 25-30.

CROSS ROADS, PENNSYLVANIA

From June 13-24 a staff of dedicated teachers, assistants and workers endeavored to effectively present Christ to an average attendance
of 194 Bible School students. Eugene Miller
of Myersville, Maryland, and Dennis Stick, boy
soprano from Lebanon, Pennsylvania were
guest soloists the first and second Thursday
flights respectively. Rev. Howard Bernhard,
from the Florin Church of the Brethren,
shared as Decision Night speaker. Those attending, willingly brought a total of $221.02
to be given for the Madhipura hospital in India.
July 10, at the close of the morning worship service, four children and one young man
obeyed the Lord in the rite of water baptism.
In the evening service, our hearts were again
warmed as we witnessed a commissioning service for thirty-seven MCC personnel who are
obeying the Lord's command to "Go ye." Dr.
C. N. Hostetter, Jr. was guest speaker for this
occasion.
For six nights (July 12-17), Rev. H. E.
Darnell of Vivian, Louisiana challenged us with
important messages from God. The effectiveness of the Holy Spirit was again proved as a
number of children, young people and adults
sought the Lord. These messages, along with
those we have been hearing from our pastor,
increase our responsibility for practical Christian living.
It was our pleasure to have Rev. and Mrs.
George Bundy share missionary inspiration with
us Sunday morning, July 17. Judith and
Katharine enhanced the occasion by their presence also.
DALLAS CENTER,

Dayton Church Dedicated with Added Facilities
DAYTON, O H I O

In previous issues of the "Visitor" you have
read about the relocating of the Dayton
Church to a community about three miles out
from the city. This building needed a lot of
repair work and decorating before it was ready
for dedication. A 20 x 30 foot structure was
built on giving restroom facilities, a nursery, a
sizable Sunday School room, and an attractive
foyer.
The outside of the addition has been stuccoed with the expectation of doing the same
over the old brick on the rest of the building
when funds make it possible.
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The Lord gave us a beautiful afternoon the
Sunday of dedication, May 29, 1960. Our
pastor, Ohmer U. Herr, was chairman of the
service. Devotions were conducted by William Engle and music was furnished by the
Gospel Mariners Quartette and the William
Engle family.
C. W . Boyer presented the
treasurer's report and gave recognition to those
who had made the present building and accommodations possible. Bishop C. J. Ulery
gave the dedication message and Ohmer Herr
conducted the dedicatory ritual. Bishop W . H.
Boyer, who started the Dayton work in 1912,
prayed the prayer of dedication.
After the service open house was observed.

IOWA

The Iowa churches enjoyed their 49th annual Bible Conference on July 4 at Dallas
Center. The day was especially marked with
the presence and blessing of God and, as some
expressed it, was one of the best ever held.
The theme was "Extension Through Evangelism." Rev. B. M. Books from Hamlin, Kansas
was the guest speaker with laymen as well as
ministers from the two Iowa congregations
sharing in the related topics of the day. The
day was concluded at the home of Bro. and
Sr. Deane Allen where all were invited for
recreation, fellowship, and the evening meal.
Several new families of children have been
coming intermittently to Sunday School as a
result of visitation.
We were happy for Conference visitors who
worshipped with us among whom was Rev.
Paul Hess who brought the message one prayer
meeting night. The Messiah College Octette
gave a much appreciated program on Sunday
morning June 5 and the Vernon Martin family
was with us all day June 19. Their talent was
likewise enjoyed. Dr. John Kreider and Ralph
Halter of the Navajo mission were present at
an evening service en route to Pennsylvania for
vacation.
Lois Raser is home for a period of rest this
summer. Robert Myers, home for two weeks,
showed Navajo mission pictures one evening
following missionary prayer meeting. H e also
spoke to the Junior Prayer Band. Rev. Earl
Engle brought a message on appropriating
God's promises the evening of July 10 when
he and his family were visitors at Esther's
parents' home. They were en route to their
new pastorate in Colorado Springs.
FRANKLIN

CORNERS,

ILLINOIS

Our pastor, Rev. Marion Book served our
congregation during the week of church-wide
evangelism. God richly blessed His word to
our hearts. Several missionaries have been in
our midst during the past months: Dr. Virginia
Kauffman, Miriam Heise and Velma Brillinger,
all gave very enlightening talks accompanied
by pictures of the African work.
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June 24-26 marked special services held here
by Chaplain King of Bridewell House of Correction of Chicago. W e were strongly challenged by the report of God's miracle working
power in these precious souls to whom he
ministers.
June 27 to July 8 was the time of our summer vacation Bible school. It convened in the
evening from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. This arrangement fits better into our schedule and gives
opportunity for an adult class. W e appreciated
the assistance of cooperating churches.
The
interest and attendance averaged 84 with 50
receiving perfect attendance certificates.
The special project was Bibles and New
Testaments for Africa.
A total amount of
$104.00 was received.
Four of our young people attended the
youth camp in Indiana July 14 to 17.
CLARENCE C E N T E R , N E W YORK

The Annual Community Sunrise service for
Easter morning was held in our church this
year.
On April 22, the mothers and daughters of
our congregation were the guests of our men's
group. It was a delightful evening of fellowship. April 24th to the 30th was "Family visit
Family" week. Each home in the congregation was either guest of, or host to, another
family.
Our pastor brought messages each
night during the week of evangelism. Friday
night was especially designated as Fellowship
night. Our Spring Rally Day was held May
15. The high point of the day's activities was
the release by each child of a balloon with a
tract attached to it.
The Annual Community church night service was held in our church Sunday evening,
May 29. The Evangelical United Brethren
Church and the Zion Lutheran Church joined
with us for this service.
The host pastor
brought the evening message, with special
music by each of the church choirs.
Rev. Edward Sanders, director of Child
Evangelism Fellowship in Buffalo, was guest
speaker on Children's Day, Sunday June 12.
Jean Davis
F I V E FORKS, P E N N A .

W e were indeed happy to use the basement
of our new church for our Daily Vacation Bible
School. Each of the classes had a room for
themselves and Bible School clicked off in
orderly fashion.
Time—June 22-July 1
Enrollment-109
Average attendance—102
Perfect attendance—60
Offerings-$59.44
- W e had a very nice attendance, with the
parents being present for the last evening at
our Open House. Darlene Brubaker was our
guest speaker. The children lustily sang the
chorus, "Rolled away, rolled away, every burden of my heart rolled away." Teenagers and
children alike came to know the real meaning
of that song as they surrendered their lives to
Christ and knew the joys of sins forgiven.
Except the Lord build the house, they labor
in vain that build it. (Psalm 127:1a)
ROSEHANK, ONTARIO

Five children were dedicated to the Lord in
recent services. W e are glad to have Carl
Hogg back from Messiah College for the summer. H e gave a message to the young people
Sunday evening, June 12. In the morning
service Rev. Sidney Shauntz from New Dundee ministered to us. Bro. James Sider, our
pastor, was away attending General Conference.
Rev,. William Charlton was guest speaker
for our love feast on June 19. W e appreciated
the attendance from Bertie and Nottawa for
these services.
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April 31-May 1, Saturday and Sunday, was
the time for our Annual Spring Love Feast.
Rev. Alonzo Vannatter was guest speaker and
Rev. C. H. Sider assisted. Sunday morning,
Bro. Vannatter told us how the Brethren in
Christ Church was started in the Houghton
area.
With us on this occasion also were five missionary ladies, Miriam Heise, Velma Brillinger,
Ruth Hunt, Nancy Kreider and Gladys Lehman, all on furlough from Africa. They h a d
charge of the evening service showing pictures, presenting a skit and telling highlights
of their work such as the Billy Graham Campaign and the new work being opened.
In the absence of our pastor during General
Conference a Christian layman, Mr. Donald
McDonald spoke to us on the evening of June
12, telling of his conversion. Sunday, June 19
he brought the morning message.
July 17 there were about 25 guests which
were part of the tour group who travelled to
the Holy Land in 1957. The annual reunion
brought them to this area and we enjoyed their
fellowship.
Sunday morning Bishop M. L.
Troyer from the Mennonite Church, Elida,
Ohio, spoke concerning salvation for the whole
world. In the evening Bishop Charlie Byers
from Chambersburg, Pa., spoke on the fruits
of a Christian.
MARTINSRURG, P E N N A .

Sunday Evening March 6 the Girl Haven
Chorus from Hollidaysburg gave a program of
Sacred Music. These are all teen-age girls
who were placed in this home by the courts.
It was a real thrill to hear of the testimonies
how Christ had changed their lives.
Sunday afternoon March 27, a Regional
Youth Singspiration Rally was held at the
church.
This included all the Brethren in
Christ Churches of the Altoona-Martinsburg
area. The church was packed to capacity with
many standing. Feature of the rally was the
singing of the Gospel Tones and the message
by Bishop Byers.
The Christian Business Men's Committee had
charge of the evening service on April 3. On
Sunday evening, April 17, we welcomed another of our missionary families home, the
Graybill Brubakers.
For two months previous to our week of
evangelism, May 1 to 8, we studied Personal
Witnessing in our prayer service. Nearly
every family read at least one book on this
topic. Attendance was good during this week,
although we did not see the results we had
expected. One blessing of the week was a
new realization concerning the task that faces
the church.
On Friday evening, May 13 a new Juniorage youth group called Jet Cadets was begun. This group meets each Friday evening
and Sunday evening. The purpose is to win
boys and girls to the Lord and to a new dedication to the Bible and the Christian life.
Merle and Doris Ebersole are in charge of this
program.
On Sunday evening, May 15 we held our
love feast service with Rev. Roy Mann from
Clear Creek as speaker.
On May 27, the Pastor was suddenly called
home due to the passing of his father, Irvin
Hoover.
Since he was delegate to General
Conference, he went on to Calif, from Ohio.
During his absence, Rev. Amos Stern and Rev.
J. Howard Feather filled the pulpit.
Rev.
Stern also spoke over Radio Station WKMC on
the "Morning Devotions" program.
Again this year we cooperated with the
Mennonite Church in Vacation Bible School.
While attendance was down, the school was
very profitable. On the last night in at least
one class, the boys and girls faced their responsibility to accept Christ as Savior, and at least
one made a decision for Christ.

Doris Stern was the delegate to the W M P C
at Conference and gave her report on Sunday
July 3.
How varied are the ministries of the Church!
On Saturday afternoon July 2, the funeral
services for Annie Stoner were held. On Sunday afternoon Miss Betty Shehan and William
Royer were married in the Church. On Sunday July 10, a service for the dedication for
children was conducted by Rev. J. Howard
Feather.
This was a moving experience as
Bro. Feather, burdened from the message of
Dr. Bob Pierce on the testing fires that may lay
ahead for the Christian, spoke of the need for
real dedication to Christ if we are to meet the
challenge of the hour.
An unexpected honor came to our church in
the winning of the third-place prize for the
Allegheny Conference in the contest for the
registering of delegates to the Sunday School
convention at Roxbury. Our Sunday School
can never be the same after the challenge received there. W e must go forward by God's
help.

FTC? T *
TEACH—Rodney Lynn, born to Elwood and
Vera Teach, Oct. 6, 1959, Hollowell Congregation, Pa.
BINGAMAN—Randy Lee, born to Lewis and
Mary Bingaman, Nov. 18, 1959, Hollowell
Congregation, Pa.
MCDONALD—Karla Jean, born to Arlo and
Ruby McDonald, Dec. 2, 1959, Hollowell Congregation, Pa.
TIMMONS—Melissa Ann, born to Daniel and
Joan Timmons, Dec. 18, 1959, Hollowell Congregation, Pa.
PHIPPS—Theodore Ray, first child, born to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Phipps, Dec. 2 1 , 1959, Des
Moines Congregation, Iowa.
MCVEY—Bradley Eugene, third son, born to
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon McVey, February 17,
1960, Des Moines Congregation, Iowa.
JERAN—Donna Lorraine, third child, first
daughter, born to Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jeran,
June 29, 1960, Des Moines Congregation, Iowa.
ALLEN—Lorna Marie, first child born to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard D. Allen, Champaign, Illinois,
May 6, 1960.
HAWTON—Beverly Gay, second child, first
daughter, born to Ronald and Joyce Hawton,
June 11, 1960, Sixth Line Congregation, Ontario.
RUEGG—Layla Mae was born Dec. 19, 1958,
adopted by Lome and Lois Ruegg May 27,
1960, Jericho, Palestine.
OLDHAM—Stanley Wayne, born to Charles
and Linda Oldham April 16, 1960, Martinsburg
Congregation, Pa.
GEORGE—Esther Elaine, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul George, Jr., May 23, 1960, Pleasant
Hill, Ohio.
HERSHEY—Gail Joyce, second daughter, born
to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Hershey July 5, 1960,
Pleasant Hill Congregation, Ohio.
MUSSER—Patricia Joan, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Musser, July 6, 1960, Chino Congregation,
California.
SALLANS—Michael Wayne, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Michael Sallans, June 5, 1960, Rosebank
Congregation, Ontario.
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HALLMAN—Patricia Lynn, born to Mr. and
Mrs. David Hallman, June 13, 1960, Kitchener,
Ontario.
PAWELSKI—Priscilla Hope, first child, born
to John and Ruth Pawelski, May 24, 1960,
Englewood, Ohio.
WINGERT—Yvonne Kaye, born June 5, 1960
to Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Wingert, Air Hill
Congregation, Pa.
STUTZMAN—Carter H., first son, second child
of Howard and Rhoda (Haas) Stutzman of
Concord, Calif., was born July 2, 1960

xMARRIAGES
SIDER-MUSSER—Miss Ethel E. Musser, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eber Musser, Greencastle,
Pa., was united in marriage to Rev. John R.
Sider, son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Sider, Wainfleet, Ontario, July 9, 1960 in the Montgomery
Brethren in Christ Church.
The ceremony
was performed by Rev. Edward Gilmore, uncle
of the bridegroom, assisted by Rev. Lester
Myers.
GILMORE-WINGER — Miss
Luella
Winger,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winger,
Gormley, Ontario, was united in marriage to
John E. Gilmore, son of Rev. and Mrs. Edward
Gilmore, Wainfleet, Ontario, on July 2, 1960 in
the Wainfleet Brethren in Christ Church. The
ceremony was performed by the father of the
groom assisted by Rev. Alvin Winger, grandfather of the bride.
ROYER-SHEHAN—Miss Betty Lou Shehan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orville Shehan,
Roaring Spring, Pa., was married to William D.
Royer, Fredericksburg, Pa., Sunday, July 3,
1960.
Pastor Daniel Hoover performed the
ceremony.
OBERHOLTZER-WOLFE — On Saturday afternoon, April 30, 1960, Frances Wolfe, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd A. Wolfe, Manheim,
Pa., became the bride of Arthur Oberholtzer,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Oberholtzer, Mt. Joy,
Pa. The ceremony, the first wedding in the
Speedwell Heights Brethren in Christ Church,
was performed by the pastor, Rev. Jesse B.
Dourte.
NEGLEY-FETTEROLF — Miss Elizabeth Ann
Fetterolf, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul H.
Fetterolf, Hatfield, Pa., was united in marriage
to Jesse P. Negley, Silverdale, Pa., July 7, 1960
at Columbia, South Carolina. The wedding
took place in the Crescent Hill Baptist Church
with the Rev. Harry W. Granger performing
the ceremony.
TROST-NEUMANN—On Saturday, July 23,
1960, Miss Eileen Neumann, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Neumann of Jeffersonville,
Pa., and John L. Trost, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Trost of Buffalo, New York, were united
in marriage at the Gratersford Brethren in
Christ Church. The ceremony was performed
by the pastor, Jacob H. Bowers.
HOOVER-WINGERT—A very lovely wedding
was solemnized at 8:00 a.m., May 7, 1960
when Mrs. Mary Wingert became the bride of
Elam Hoover, both of Chambersburg, Pa.,
The ceremony was performed at the home of
the groom with the immediate families present. Rev. Wilbur W. Benner, pastor of the
Air Hill Church, officiated.
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OBITUARIES

STONER—Annie M. Stoner was born in Taylor
Township, Blair County, Pennsylvania, on
March 25, 1871, a daughter of Phillip and
Barbara (Kauffman) Carper. She passed on
to her eternal reward on June 29, 1960. On
January 10, 1895, she was married to Harvey
A. Stoner, who died May 9, 1951.
She was converted while a young girl. At
the age of seventeen, she was baptized and
joined the Brethren in Christ Church, of which
she remained a faithful member until her
death.
For a number of years she lived with her
daughter, Mrs. Edgar Stern, Martinsburg, Pa.,
where she died after a lengthy illness. Funeral
services were held at the Brethren in Christ
Church, Martinsburg, by the pastor, Rev.
Daniel Hoover, with Rev. Richard Grant, pastor of the First Brethren Church assisting.
Surviving are the daughter, Mrs. Edgar
Stern; ten
grandchildren, 26 great-grandchildren; two sisters, and one brother.
One
daughter and one brother are deceased.
MACDONALD—Mrs. Christina MacDonald was
born in Govan, Glasgow, Scotland, Jan. 12,
1883. In 1920 she migrated to Canada living
in Regina. There she was employed in Fort
San until she married George MacDonald in
Regina. Moving to Kindersley until two years
before death. Mr. MacDonald predeceased her
Nov. 30, 1955. Mrs. MacDonald passed away
at the North Battleford hospital Monday July
4, 1960. She is survived by a niece of Isle of
Arran, Scotland.
Funeral services were conducted at the
Kindersley Funeral Chapel, with Rev. L o m e
Lichty officiating, assisted by Rev. Wilford
Remchi of Saskatoon. Interment was made in
the Kindersley cemetery.
SIDER—Herbert Sider, third son of the late
Andrew and Elizabeth Sider, passed away July
9, 1960 at Wainfleet, Ontario after a prolonged
illness. He was in his 77th year.
Bro. Sider was united in marriage to Pearl
Thompson March 4, 1908. She predeceased
him April 18, 1957. Surviving are his son,
Romie, and two foster sons, Walter Cloke and
George Hartas, three brothers, nine grandchildren and ten great-grandchildren.
Bro. Sider was converted as a boy of sixteen
and united with the Wainfleet Brethren in
Christ Church to which he remained a faithful member until his death. Funeral services
were conducted by the pastor, Rev. Edward
Gilmore, in the Wainfleet Church. Interment
was in Maple Lawn Cemetery.

36 PARTICIPATE IN COMMISSIONING

Thirty-six volunteers completing orientation
for MCC assignments were commissioned in a
special service at the Cross Roads Brethren in
Christ Church, Mt. Joy, Pa., on July 10. Dr.
C. N. Hostetter, Jr., MCC Chairman and past
president of Messiah College, presented the
commissioning message on "The Christian's Obligation to the Suffering." Testimonies were
given by six outgoing workers: Walter Martin
(Jordan), Evelyn Fisher (Paraguay), Margaret
Schrock, R.N. ( H a i t i ) , Dwayne Schrag (Europe
Pax), Arthur Klassen, M.D. (Paraguay) and
Elaine Baechler (Wiltwyck School for Boys).
Other participants in the service were William
T. Snyder, MCC Executive Secretary; Paul G.
Landis, Voluntary Service Director for the
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities; and the host pastor, B. E. Thuma.

JOHN E.

L A P P APPOINTED AS COORDINATOR

Chicago ( M C C ) - A t the 1-W Coordinating
Board meeting held in Chicago, July 7, John E.
Lapp, Lansdale, Pa., accepted the call to become coordinator on a half-time basis with
Paul S. Gross serving as full-time assistant.
Dwight M. Wiebe served as coordinator from
May 16 - July 7. The office of the coordinator
will be located in the Plains Church, Route 1,
Lansdale, Pa.
Major function of the board, as carried out
by the coordinator and his assistant, is to see
that every 1-W is served through his conference office or other organization. The Coordinating Board is prepared to help Mennonite
and constituent groups in their 1-W planning
and program administration.

¥ S I T EMS
U. S. POSTMASTER WITHDRAWS
RATE INCREASE FOR CHURCH PAPERS

Postmaster General Arthur E. Summerfield
left a distinguished group of clergymen speechless early in June by dropping a request for
higher rates on religious publications. The
House Post Office Committee was having
hearings on the subject of raising postal rates.
The churchmen were on hand to testify against
the proposed rate raise for religious publications when the announcement was unexpectedly made. They had previously visited Summerfield, but he had given them no indication
of his change of mind.
Virginia Theological Seminary, an Episcopal
school in Alexandria, announced it will grant
an honorary degree for the first time in its 137year history to a Negro clergyman. The Doctor of Divinity degree will be conferred upon
the Venerable John E. Culmer, of Miami, archdeacon for Negro work in the Episcopal diocese of South Florida.
Young people at the First Methodist church,
Bryan, Texas, are harnessing youthful ingenuity to a constructive purpose. Early each
Sunday morning, they systematically telephone
the homes of church members. But they let
the phone ring only once. They don't wait
for an answer. Church members know that one
ring on Sunday morning is a reminder. It's
time to start getting ready for church.
Winona Lake, Indiana—(June 20, 1960.)
The Centenary General Conference of the Free
Methodist Church is in its 6th sitting today.
Under serious consideration is the hiring
rather than electing of all general church officers except the bishops, editor of the denomination's weekly, and secretary of the general
conference. Appointments under the new system would be made by the Board of Administration (the general conference interim legislative body).
Stationing of the bishops to specific areas for
extended terms is expected to produce heated
discussion in some of the sittings later this
week. Free Methodist Bishops for the past
100 years have rotated serving a different area
each year.
MISSIONARIES REPORT QUAKE Loss

Chilean missionaries of t h e Assemblies of
God indicate destruction as a result of recent
earthquakes has been heavy, officials of the
denomination's Foreign Missions Department
have announced.
Early reports indicate 60% destruction at
Valdivia and sinking at a rate of three inches
an hour; 30% damages at Pucon; 30% destruction and 70% damages at Rio Bueno; and 100%
of the city of La Union half destroyed.
Missionary Cyle Davis writes, "The two
earthquakes of May 21 and 22 and t i e tidal
wave with the simultaneous eruption of five
volcanoes (two of them new ones) have left
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devastation comparable only to a prolonged
war. A third of the population of Chile is in
the disaster zone and the rest is directly affected by it."
CMS

NAMES N E W

OFFICERS

Oak Park, 111. ( E P ) - G a t h e r i n g here for their
annual meeting, the Board of Directors of
Christian Medical Society elected William
Johnson, M.D., General Surgeon from San
Jose, California, president for the year 19601961, with William Whiteley, M.D., Neurosurgeon of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania elected
vice president and president-elect. Delburt
Nelson, M.D., Generalist, of Chicago, Illinois
was elected to the office of secretary and
Reynold Gottlieb, M.D., Radiologist of LaGrange, Illinois as treasurer.

Missions in America
Explanatory Note: In keeping with Item 7
of the recommendations of the Board for Home
Missions and Extension in the General Conference Minutes for 1960, our pattern of administration is being adjusted to the new manual.
The listing of Missions in America is adjusted
accordingly.
ALLEGHENY
CONFERENCE
Baltimore, Maryland: Rev. LeRoy Walters,
pastor
Blair's Mills, Pa.: Kenneth Melhorn, pastor,
Willow Hill, Pa.
"Blandburg, Pennsylvania: Rev. Herman Miller,
pastor, 1009 Rosehill Drive, Altoona, Pa.
Misses Edith Davidson, Edith Yoder, Blandburg, Pa. Telephone—Glasgow 35 R 13
Breezewood, Pennsylvania: (Mountain Chapel,
Ray's Cove) Rev. Norris Bouch, pastor.
Address Altoona, Pa. R. D. # 2, Box 566
Everett, Pennsylvania (Clear Creek Church):
Rev. Roy Mann, pastor, Everett, Pa. R. D.
# 3 Telephone-258R
Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania (Canoe
Creek
and Mt. Etna Churches): Rev. Ivan Cobb,
pastor, R. 2
Hopewell, Pennsylvania (Sherman's
Valley
Church): Rev. Earl Lehman, pastor, Hopewell, Pa. R. D. # 2
Telephone
New
Grenada, Murry 5-2344
"Ickesburg, Pennsylvania (Saville Church in
Liberty Valley): Rev. Merle Peachy, pastor,
Thompsontown, Pa., R. D . # 1
Iron Springs, Pennsylvania:
Rev.
James
Lesher, pastor, Fairfield, Pa., Box 5, Phone,
Fairfield 17W
Little Marsh, Pennsylvania (Jemison
Valley):
Rev. Samuel Landis, pastor Telephone—
Westfield, Pa. Emerson 7-5355
Mt. Holly Springs; Pennsylvania: Rev. Clifford
Lloyd, pastor, Grantham, Pa.
Ringgold, Maryland: Rev. Chester Wingert,
pastor Greencastle, Pa., R. D. # 3
Saxton, Pennsylvania: Rev. Glenn Hostetter,
pastor 816 Mifflin St., Saxton, Pa. Telephone, 52958, Church address, 700 Weaver
St.
"Searights, Pennsylvania (Near
Uniontown):
Rev. William Martin, pastor, Chestnut
Ridge, Pa., Mrs. William Martin, Phone,
Smock-OS 7-2236. Miss Iola Dixon, Uniontown, Pa., R. 4, Box 444, Phone, New
Salem-CH 5-5016
Three Springs, Pennsylvania (Center
Grove
Chapel): Rev. Marion Walker, pastor
ATLANTIC
CONFERENCE
Allisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines
Church):
Rev. Jacob Moyer, pastor
Broadway, Virginia: Rev. Fred Parks, pastor
Linville, Virginia
Callaway, Virginia (Adney Gap and Callaway
•Churches): Rev. I. Raymond Conner, pastor: Callaway, Va., Telephone—Bent Mountain, 12 J 31

August 8, 1960

of the Christian Medical Society Foundation
Other Board Members elected were John
shipped free of charge $453,676 worth of
Dawson, M.D., General Surgeon, Seattle,
Washington; Richard Holt, DDS, Wheaton, medical goods to 182 different foreign missionary medical doctors, working in 51 countries
Illinois; Femley Johnson, M.D., General Surand serving under 51 mission boards.
geon, Chicago, Illinois; James Krafft, M.D.,
Pediatrician, Dallas, Texas; William Larsen,
CLERGYMEN URGE RECONSIDERATION OF
M.D., Hematologist, Kansas City, Kansas; and
Hammel Shipps, M.D., Gynecologist, Camden, , MUTUAL SECURITY P A C T W I T H JAPAN
Nyack, N.Y. (EP)—A statement signed by
New Jersey.
some 400 Protestant and Jewish clergymen
The society includes 2,500 physicians, denurges the United States to reconsider its Mutists, medical and dental students, and medical
tual Security Pact with Japan, not yet ratified
school faculty members and more than 475
by the Senate, on the grounds that it will lead
medical missionaries overseas.
to more militarization and "presumably opens
Closely tied with its members abroad
through supplies of medical equipment, in- the way to Japan's becoming a nuclear power."
Released by the Fellowship of Reconciliation
formation, and medicines, the group emphahere, an interdenominational religious peace
sizes prayer, Bible study and fellowship.
During 1959 the Medical Assistance Program group, the statement urged the United States
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (Messiah
Lighthouse Chapel): 1175 Bailey Street. Telephone CEdar 2-6488
Rev. Joel Carlson, pastor; Mrs. Faithe Carlson, Misses Elizabeth Kanode, Beulah
Lyons
Hillsville, Virginia (Bethel Church, near Sylvatus, Va.): Rev. Leon Herr, pastor, Hillsville, Va. R. D . # 4, Phone, Sylvatus RO
6-3238
Hunlock Creek, Pennsylvania:
Rev. Ross
Morningstar, pastor
"Llewellyn, Pennsylvania: Rev. Charles Melhorn, pastor Telephone Minersville—Liberty 4-5206
"New York City, 246 East Tremont Avenue,
Bronx 57, New York (Fellowship
Chapel):
T e l e p h o n e - T R 8-0937
Rev. Paul Hill, pastor, Mrs. Evelyn Hill
"New York City, 984 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn 5, New York: Rev. Merritt Robinson,
246 East Tremont Avenue, Bronx 57, N.Y.
Mrs. Esther Robinson
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania:
3423
North
Second Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa. Telephone NEbraska 4-6431 Rev. William
Rosenberry, pastor; Mrs. Anna Rosenberry,
Miss Anita Brechbill
CANADIAN
CONFERENCE
Collingwood, Ontario, Canada: Rev. Christian
Sider, pastor, 227 Sixth St.
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Rev. Marshall
Baker, pastor
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
(Ridgemount
Brethren in Christ Church): Cor. of Jameston and Caledon Streets: Office Telephone
F U 3-5212 Rev. J. Allen Heise, pastor 396
West Second Street Telephone F U 3-5309
*Meath Park, Saskatchewan, Canada (North
Star Mission) Howard Creek and Paddockwood Churches: Rev. Maurice Moore, pastor, Mrs. Mabel Moore
Port Rowan, Ontario, Canada
(Walsingham
Centre): Rev. Arthur Heise, pastor
CENTRAL
CONFERENCE
"Chicago, 6039 South Halsted Street, Chicago
21, Illinois: Telephone Wentworth 6-7122:
Rev. Carl Carlson, pastor, Mrs. Avas Carlson, Misses Alice Albright, Grace Sider
Cincinnati, 2951 Sidney Avenue, Cincinnati
25, Ohio: Rev. William Engle, pastor
Dearborn, Michigan (near Detroit), 4411 Detroit Street (Church and parsonage): Rev.
Maurice Bender, pastor
Ella, Kentucky (Fairview
and
Millerfields
Churches):
Rev. Archie Waldron, pastor,
Columbia, Ky. R. D. # 3, Box 157
Garlin, Kentucky (Bloomington Church near
Beulah Chapel): Rev. Curtis Bryant, pastor
Gladwin, Michigan, R. D. # 5
Rev. Gaiy Lyons, pastor
Knifley, Kentucky
Rev. Gaylerd Miller, pastor
Massillon,
Ohio,
(Amherst
Community
Church): Rev. Orvin White, Jr., pastor,
1056 Concord Avenue, N. E., Massillon,
Ohio

Shanesville, Ohio
Rev. David Buckwalter, pastor Box 222
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, 2016 North 13th
Street; Telephone Glencourt 8-2627
Rev. Tyrus Cobb, pastor
Sparta, Tennessee (DeRossett),
R. D . # 7
Telephone Sparta RE 8-2518
Rev. John Schock, pastor
Uniontown, Ohio: Rev. Edward Hackman,
pastor 2396 East Turkeyfoot Lake Road,
Akron 12, Ohio Telephone Akron, Oxford
9-3028
West Charleston, Ohio: Rev. Hess Brubaker,
pastor: Phoneton, Ohio Box 82 Telephone
Tipp City 8256
MIDWEST
CONFERENCE
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Rev. Earl Engle, pastor, 2402 E. Caramillo
St.
PACIFIC
CONFERENCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Church 541 Utah
Avenue, N. E.: Rev. John Bicksler, pastor
Parsonage 11309 Mahlon Avenue, N.E.
Telephone AXtel 9-1528
Bloomfield, New Mexico (Navajo
Mission)
Telephone Farmington YR 6-2386: J.
Wilmer Heisey, superintendent, Mrs. Velma
Heisey, John K. Kreider, M.D., John R.
Sider, Ethel Musser, Misses Dorothy Charles,
Ethel Wolgemuth, Ida Rosenberger, Verna
Mae Ressler, Rosa Eyster, Jane Monn,
Charles Myers, Jr., Mrs. Peggy Myers,
Misses Joann Wingert, Mary Olive Lady,
Anna Marie Hoover, Mr. Reuben Asper,
Mrs. Sara Asper, $Ralph Halter, ^Robert
Myers, f Asa Bert, Peter Yazzie, Fannie
Scott.
Ontario, California
To be supplied
Salem, Oregon (Labish Community
Church)
4522 Scott Avenue N.E.: Rev. Art Cooper,
pastor, 4306 Scott Ave. N.E., Phone EM
2-7204
San Francisco, California (Life-Line
Mission):
Mission Address 128 Fourth St.; Chapel
and parsonage 422 Guerrero Street, San
Francisco 10, California Telephone UNderhill 1-4820 Rev. Avery Heisey, superintendent, Mrs. Emma Heisey, Rev. Harold Paulus, Mr. Harry Burkholder, Misses Rhoda
Lehman, Esther Hennigh, Mr. Donald Ott.
"Missions; others are Extension
Churches
| V S or I-W workers

Contributions to Missions A b r o a d
send to:
BRETHREN IN C H R I S T C H U R C H

Office of the Treasurer
c / o Henry N. Hostetter
Washington Boro, Penna.
Contributions to Missions in A m e r i c a
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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to press for "total world disarmament" and to
"at least postpone this treaty which moves in
the opposite direction."
It pointed out that the treaty will require
Japan to have "sufficient military capability
for modem war" and to "resist and retaliate
against any attack on U.S. bases."
The clergymen asserted that adoption of the
pact by Japan would violate its own postWorld War II constitution which declares that
the Japanese people "forever renounce war as
a sovereign right of the nation and the threat
or use of force," and that "land, sea and air
forces, as well as other war potential, will never
be maintained."
C R I M E HITTING A L L - T I M E

RECORD

Washington, D. C. ( E P ) - D i r e c t o r J. Edgar
Hoover of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
has announced that the first three months of
1960 constitute the worst period in the nation's
history for crimes. He said that a seven per
cent increase in the total number of crimes reported by cities over 25,000 includes an 11
percent increase in murders, a 10 per cent
jump in burglaries and a seven percent rise in
robberies.
Forcible rapes and felonious assaults showed
a five percent increase over the 1959 rate,
while auto theft increased six percent and larcenies increased five percent.
The material is based on preliminary statistics supplied by municipal police forces.
CALORIES AND CONSCIENCE

Miami Beach, Fla. (EP)—Preachers should
eat less and live longer.
So ministers of the Southern Baptist Convention were advised by a speaker at their annual Pastors' Conference here. Dr. Wayne E.
Oates, professor of psychology of religion at
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville, Ky., said that if overweight shortens life,
ministers have a religious reason for eating
less: "not to shorten your service to God."
Dr. Oates led a panel discussion on maintaining the minister's health. Admitting that
temperate eating is difficult for preachers because they eat many of their meals in the
homes of others, he suggested the preachers
should eat more meals at home and "let your
stomach rest."
Another recommendation was that pastors
not accept gift automobiles either from their
churches or members of the congregations as
"it obligates you unnecessarily."
J. EDGAR HOOVER: D E A T H PENALTY NECESSARY

Washington, D . C . - ( E P ) - F B I Director J.
Edgar Hoover has declared that the death
penalty is a necessary deterrent to "atrocious
crimes" such as murder and treason.
Writing in the monthly FBI law enforcement
bulletin, Hoover cited the Rosenberg atom spy
case and that of plane bomber Jack Graham
as examples of crimes which clearly warranted
the death penalty.
"To abolish the death penalty would absolve
other Rosenbergs and Grahams from fear of
the consequences for committing atrocious
crimes," he declared.
KOREA'S ACTING PRESIDENT
REPORTEDLY A N ACTIVE CHRISTIAN

Seoul, Korea (EP)—Like his predecessor,
Korea's Acting President Chung Huh, is a
Methodist Christian trained in youth at a missionary school.
The mild-mannered ex-foreign minister is
particularly respected by Koreans for his outspoken advocacy of thorough political reform,
even-handed justice and integrity in public
office.
ANNOUNCE

CHRISTIAN

HIGH

F R E E METHODISTS IN CENTENARY
GENERAL CONFERENCE

Visitors and delegates from every corner of
the world converged on Winona Lake, Ind.,
June 14-26, for the Centenary General Conference of the Free Methodist Church. Weekend
attendance was expected to reach an all-time
high of 7,000.
This 100th birthday gathering of the denomination sees three auxiliary organizations
holding their quinquennial business sessions:
the Woman's Missionary Society, Free Methodist Youth, and the Light and Life Men's Fellowship. In addition, various groups are meeting in convocations and workshops under the
auspices of the General Sunday School Board,
Evangelism and Church Extension, Intermediate Youth, Missions and the Association of Free
Methodist Evangelists. Two broadcasts of the
Light and Life Hour are originating in the
Billy Sunday tabernacle during the conference.
LEADERS OF "SISTER D E N O M I N A T I O N S " TO
M E E T W I T H NAZARENES

Kansas City, Mo. (EP)—Leaders of three
sister denominations have accepted invitations
to bring devotional messages at the general assembly of the Church of the Nazarene at the
municipal auditorium here June 19-24.
The move is without precedent among the
four denominations, denominational spokesmen said, since each church follows a doctrine
called "right-wing" of the holiness movement
in the United States.
The general church leaders regard the action as in keeping with the sentiments of John
Wesley, founder of Methodism, who said: "If
thy heart is as my heart, give me thy hand."
The Nazarene general assembly will bring
more than 15,000 members and visitors to
Kansas City. Its 660 delegates will represent
74 districts and 4,696 churches with 311,300
members; also 489 missionaries in 42 world
areas.
The visiting churchmen will speak at 8:45
a.m., Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
June 21-23. In order of their appearance, they
are: Dr. Harold K. Sheets, Marion, Ind., a
general superintendent
in the
Wesleyan
Methodist Church . . . Bishop Walter S. Kendall, Salem, Ore., leader in the Free Methodist Church . . . Dr. William H. Neff, Indianapolis, a general superintendent of the Pilgrim
Holiness Church.
CRANE C O M M E N T S ON G R A H A M

Dr. George W. Crane, whose newspaper column is widely circulated throughout the country, recently devoted an entire column to Billy
Graham as "an adept, applied psychologist."
Under the title "Evangelist Meets Needs of
Youth," Dr. Crane said in part: "Billy Graham
is a superb orator, for he has brilliant ideas
and presents them with sincerity and conviction, so his gestures arise spontaneously.

"And, like a star salesman, he is 'closing' all
the time! He doesn't idly drift along, but keeps
his audience subconsciouly aware that he is
heading for a goal. . .
"Billy Graham, Bishop Sheen, Oral Roberts
and all such great preachers are just clergymen-at-large, much like Elijah of old.
"They reach the 70,000,000 Americans who
don't belong to any church, plus the 60 per
cent who do have their names on church
rolls . . .
"Billy Graham helps focus the natural idealism of teen-agers and then convert it into
positive decisions! Be grateful to such evangelists, since many local churches are not
geared to the needs of youth."
C U B A REPORTED M O R E O P E N TO EVANGELICALS

Havana, Cuba ( E / P ) — Never before in its
400-year history has Cuba been so friendly toward the ministry of evangelicals.
This word was flashed to the Los Angeles
(Calif.) headquarters of the World Gospel
Crusaders by its president, Dr. B. H. Pearson,
who is currently in "Castroland" aiding some
700 Cuban pastors in a campaign to put Gospel literature into every home.
"For many years the Roman Catholic
church has had firm control here," Dr. Pearson is quoted as saying, "but now the tables
are turned. Premier Fidel Castro has succeeded in loosening the grip of the Catholic
Church on his country, and now evangelicals
are preaching the Gospel in parks and in
open-air meetings and are enjoying liberty like
they have not known for many years."
A Cuban pastor told the W G C office: "Don't
believe all you read in the United States papers. You won't find out about the true picture from them. You hear only one side—the
inroads Communism is making. We are thanking God for the freedom He has given us to
preach the Gospel. We must hurry, because
we don't know how long we have to work."
World Gospel Crusades, serving with Christian Literature, Inc., has already provided more
than 300,000 Gospel portions and hopes to send
one million to the island republic this summer
—the amount needed for the "Every Home"
Crusade.
JUDD CHALLENGES YOUTH TO DEDICATION

Winona Lake, Ind. (EP)—Addressing a
youth rally here, Walter Judd (Rep.-Minn.)
told the young people that they need a "great
cause" to challenge them if they are going to
help keep the world free.
Speaking at the second day of the Youth for
Christ International Convention, Judd gave
three areas where Americans must go to work
if they want to deepen and enrich their free
way of life: ( 1 ) a better understanding of
other people in the world, especially the Communists; ( 2 ) a better understanding of ourselves and our heritage of liberty; and ( 3 ) a
deeper commitment of the heart and life to
the truth we believe.
"Our boys die in battles because we are
just plain ignorant," the speaker said. "We
have got to study other peoples. W e will
never overcome Communism by out-waiting
them. We must understand them and act accordingly."
He told several thousand delegates, many
of them teen-agers, that power comes from
dedication to a great idea. The only alternatives in the world today are youth for Communism or youth living for Christ.

SCHOOL

South Bend, Ind. ( E P ) - P l a n s for a "Christian High School" are being prepared by Conservative Protestant churches in South Bend
and nearby Mishawaka, Ind.
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Ministers and laymen from about 20 area
churches totaling 2,000 members are spearheading the project, which they hope to open
to a class of ninth graders next fall.
Plans call for adding a higher grade each
year until all four years of high school are offered.
Impetus for the project came in part from
the Kvangelical Ministers' Fellowship of St.
Joseph County, with guidance from the
National Association of Christian Schools organization.
Three conservative elementary schools are
now operated in the South Bend area.
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